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*1 Crystalline-silicon type: Solar cells that use
silicon in a crystalline state in which silicon
atoms are regularly arranged.

*2 Amorphous-silicon type: Solar cells that
use a relatively small amount of silicon in a
disordered state rather than a crystalline state.

Photovoltaic Power Generation Light Concentration Technology Combined Heat and Power

1. Introduction
As environmental problems like

global warming and energy depletion

escalate, there is a renewed appreciation

for power-generation equipment that

uses natural energy sources as in photo-

voltaic power generation and wind tur-

bines. Photovoltaic power generation

has the advantage of easy installation

and maintenance and features the same

power-generation efficiency regardless

of the scale of the system. The use of

photovoltaic power generation through

the installation of rooftop equipment on

private residences, telecommunication

buildings, and other facilities is now

becoming commonplace. At the same

time, photovoltaic power generation

suffers from low energy density and the

high cost of equipment. In other words,

the high cost per unit amount of power

generated is hindering the further

spread of photovoltaic power genera-

tion.

Types of solar cells and their fea-

tures are shown in Figure 1. The most

widely used at present are of the silicon

type, which includes crystalline-silicon

type
*1

and amorphous-silicon type
*2

solar cells. The latter type is inferior in

terms of energy-conversion efficiency,

but it uses a relatively small amount of

silicon and energy in its manufacture

enabling costs to be reduced.

In this article, we focus on amor-

phous-silicon solar cells and propose a

module structure that aims to improve

energy-conversion efficiency while

reducing costs. We also test the effec-

tiveness of the proposed module.
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2. Concentrator-type
Photovoltaic Power
Generation

To lower the cost per unit amount

of power in photovoltaic power genera-

tion, the amount of power generated by

the same area of photovoltaic power

elements must be increased. One way

of accomplishing this is to raise the

energy-conversion efficiency of the

photovoltaic power element itself.

However, the output of a photovoltaic

power element also increases in propor-

tion to the amount of sunlight irradiat-

ing it, which means that concentrating

the sunlight irradiating the element can

also be an effective approach.

Light concentration technology

used in concentrator-type photovoltaic

power generation can be broadly divid-

ed into two types: tracking type that

requires solar tracking and stationary

type that does not.

The tracking type of light concen-

tration technology has the advantage of

a high concentration ratio
*3

, but it also

requires a motor unit for tracking that

adds to startup costs. It is consequently

not very applicable to small-scale

power generation [1][2].

The Compound Parabolic Concen-

trator (CPC) is typical of the stationary

type of light concentration technology.

The CPC features two parabolic mirrors

configured so that their center axes are

titled toward each other. The angle

formed by these axes corresponds to the

allowed angle of incidence (acceptance

angle) of the CPC [3][4]. Although the

value of the concentration ratio here is

less than that of the tracking type, the

CPC is more suitable for small-scale

power-generation equipment since no

motor unit is needed for solar tracking.

In concentrator-type photovoltaic

power generation equipment, the rise in

solar-cell temperature is higher than

usual, and research on using that ther-

mal energy to suppress this rise in tem-

perature has been quite active [5]-[7].

In this article, we propose a ther-

mal-photovoltaic hybrid power genera-

tion module (hereinafter referred to as

“proposed module”) designed to

improve conversion efficiency and

reduce costs. Using amorphous solar

cells, the proposed module is capable of

both concentrating light and recovering

thermal energy in stationary equipment.

3. Overview of 
Proposed Module

3.1 Features of Amorphous-

silicon Solar Cells

The spectral sensitivity of crys-

talline-silicon and amorphous-silicon

solar cells is shown in Figure 2. The

main feature of crystalline-silicon solar

cells is that light in both the visible

region and infrared region contributes

to power generation with infrared light

having a particularly high ratio of con-

tribution. Amorphous-silicon solar

cells, in contrast, feature good power

generation by light in the visible region

but almost no contribution to power

generation by light in the infrared

region. Thus, in the case of outdoor use,

amorphous-silicon solar cells cannot

make use of the infrared light in sun-

light for generating power. This is one

reason why the energy-conversion effi-

ciency of amorphous-silicon solar cells

is inferior to that of crystalline-silicon

solar cells.

Nevertheless, the proposed module

adopts amorphous solar cells because of

*3 Concentration ratio: The factor by which
the amount of sunlight irradiating a light-
receiving surface can be increased relative to
normal irradiation.
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Figure 1  Types and features of solar cells
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other features that help reduce module

cost such as the relatively small amount

of silicon and energy used in their man-

ufacture.

3.2 Structure of Proposed

Module

The cross section of the proposed

module and principle of light concen-

tration is shown in Figure 3. The mod-

ule consists of transparent glass (light-

receiving surface), amorphous solar

cells, and reflective film that form a tri-

angle in the cross section. The inside of

this module is filled with water. In actu-

ality, the amorphous solar cells and

reflective film are sealed by an acrylic

sheet to prevent them from coming into

direct contact with the water. The basic

idea behind this structure is to have

light in the visible region generate elec-

tricity via the amorphous solar cells and

to have the water absorb infrared light,

which does not contribute to electric

power here, as thermal energy. This

water, however, also has the role of

concentrating light. As shown in Fig. 3,

sunlight passing through the light-

receiving surface first reflects off the

reflective film. It then reflects totally

off the interface with the outside air,

and finally irradiates the amorphous

solar cells. In this configuration, all sun-

light irradiating the light-receiving sur-

face will concentrate on the amorphous

solar cells provided that the angle of

incidence is to the left of the normal

made with the light-receiving surface.

In this regard, the annual maximum

altitude of the sun in Tokyo is 78

degrees. Accordingly, sunlight irradiat-

ing the light-receiving surface can

always be made to concentrate on the

amorphous solar cells by installing the

module in a tilted manner so that inci-

dent light is normal to this surface when

the sun is at its maximum altitude.

3.3 Recovery of Thermal 

Energy

Thermal energy can be recovered

by circulating the water filling the

inside of the module. To this end, a

water pipe is installed on either side of

the module and an inlet and outlet are

placed at the lower end and upper end,

respectively, of either side (Figure 4).

In this way, the thermal energy

obtained from infrared light can be

recovered as hot water. This hot water

can be used simply as a hot-water sup-

ply or for heating purposes in homes or

other buildings installing the proposed

module, and in the case of telecommu-

Reflective film
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Transparent glass (light-receiving surface)

66°

Water

24°

Sunlight

Total reflection

Figure 3  Cross section of proposed module and principle of light concentration
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Figure 2  Spectral sensitivity of crystalline-silicon and amorphous-silicon solar cells
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nication facilities, it can be used as an

energy source for an absorption chiller
*4

or desiccant air conditioner
*5

to cool the

facilities. In general, a solar water

heater can use about 50% of incident

solar energy as thermal energy, which

means that its energy-conversion effi-

ciency is dramatically higher than that

of photovoltaic power generator. Thus,

if the hot water produced by the pro-

posed module can be used effectively

and combined with the amount of

power generated by the amorphous

solar cells, it should be possible to raise

the total energy-conversion efficiency

of the proposed module by several

times. The proposed module also fea-

tures a solar-cell area that is approxi-

mately 45% the area of the light-receiv-

ing surface. In other words, the design

of the proposed module makes it possi-

ble to reduce the area of solar cells

thereby reducing module cost.

The proposed module in a water-

filled state is shown in Photo 1. In

actuality, solar cells are arranged cross-

wise in four rows, but because of the

principle of reflection, it appears as if

there are 12 rows of solar cells inside the

module. This means that all light inci-

dent on the light-receiving surface of the

module irradiates the actual solar cells.

4. Module Testing
We prepared an ordinary module

and a model of the proposed module for

comparing concentration ratios using

Air Mass (AM) 1.5
*6

artificial sunlight

(Figure 5). For the ordinary module,

we used an amorphous-solar-cell mod-

ule 2 cm×24 cm in size with an oper-

ating voltage of 2.5 V. For the proposed

module, we formed a container using

transparent acrylic (thickness: 3 mm)

shaping it like a triangular prism. We

attached a 2 cm×24 cm amorphous

solar cell the same as the ordinary mod-

ule to one surface of the container and

reflective film to another, and filled the

container with water. To compare the

two modules, we irradiated both the

ordinary module and proposed module

with AM1.5 artificial sunlight at an

angle normal to the light-receiving sur-

face and measured generated power at

an operating voltage of 2.5 V. We also

measured the rise in temperature of the

water inside the proposed module.

4.1 Power-generation Perfor-

mance of Proposed Module

The results of testing power genera-

*4 Absorption chiller: A cooling machine that
lowers temperature by evaporation and thermal
cooling, that is, by having refrigerant evaporate
at low pressure and allowing it to be absorbed
by a highly absorbent liquid that requires ther-
mal energy to be regenerated.

*5 Desiccant air conditioner: A type of air
conditioner that performs cooling by producing
dry air with desiccant material and evaporating
water; the desiccant material requires thermal
energy to be regenerated.

*6 AM1.5: Standard value of solar energy arriv-

ing at the earth’s surface; approximately 1
kW/m

2
.
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Figure 4  Structure of proposed module
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Photo 1  Proposed module in water-filled state
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tion are shown in Figure 6. We first

compared power generation between

the ordinary module and proposed

module for the same solar cell (2 cm×

24 cm). Compared to the 190 mW gen-

erated by the ordinary module, the pro-

posed module generated 345 mW or 1.8

times as much power for the same solar

cell. This result indicates that the con-

centration ratio of the proposed module

is approximately 1.8 times that of the

ordinary module.

We next compared the amount of

power generated per light-receiving

surface. Here, noting that the size of the

light-receiving surface of the ordinary

module is 2 cm×24 cm while that of

the proposed module is 4.5 cm×24 cm,

we multiply the power generated by the

proposed module by a factor of 2/4.5

and compare power generation for the

same light-receiving area of 2 cm×24

cm. In this case, the power generated by

the proposed module comes out to be

155 mW or approximately 80% that of

the ordinary module. This loss in power

is thought to correspond to the amount

of energy absorbed by the water in the

module before incident light irradiates

the amorphous solar cell. In short, a

slight loss does occur, but these results

show that 80% of generated power can

be maintained by a solar-cell area

approximately 45% that of the light-

receiving surface.

4.2 Rise in Water 

Temperature

Rise in temperature of the water

inside the proposed module versus time

is shown in Figure 7. The temperature

inside the laboratory was 24 ºC and

measurements began with the water at

the same temperature. The temperature

of the water rose approximately 18 ºC

in 60 minutes eventually reaching a

Proposed module (for testing)

Ordinary module

Amorphous solar cell

24 cm

24 cm

4.5 cm

2 cm

2 cm

4 cm

Filled with waterReflective film

Figure 5  Ordinary module and proposed module for testing
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Figure 6  Results of power-generation test
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temperature of 46 ºC. At this tempera-

ture, the water can be used as a supple-

mentary source for household heating

or simply as hot water. At temperatures

below 60 ºC, however, this water could

not be effectively used for an absorp-

tion chiller or desiccant air conditioner.

The results shown here were obtained

for a 3-mm-thick acrylic sheet as a

boundary between the hot water and

outside air and not for any other adia-

batic structure. If the module could be

given an adiabatic structure that

improves thermal insulation, it should

be possible to raise the temperature of

the water inside the module even fur-

ther.

5. Discussion
As described above, one drawback

of photovoltaic power generation is low

energy-conversion efficiency. Even a

photovoltaic power generation module

made of monocrystalline-silicon solar

cells can only convert 15–20% of solar

energy into electrical energy. A solar

water heater, however, is one device

that can make effective use of solar

energy. It achieves high energy-conver-

sion efficiency compared to photovolta-

ic power generation and can use

50–70% of solar energy as hot water

depending on the product. At the same

time, electricity is viewed as a form of

energy that is easier to use than hot

water, and for this reason and aesthetic

considerations, more attention is cur-

rently being paid to photovoltaic power

generation.

The thermal-photovoltaic hybrid

power generation method proposed

here generates electric power by solar

cells while also recovering the solar

energy that cannot be converted to elec-

trical energy as hot water. In other

words, it is a thermal-electric type of

power-generation system that obtains

both electric and thermal energy from

solar energy. We can expect this

method to raise cost performance sig-

nificantly compared to ordinary photo-

voltaic power generation equipment

provided that this thermal energy can

be effectively used in an on-time man-

ner.

The proposed module can reduce

solar-cell area by virtue of its light-con-

centration function. And while its con-

centration ratio is less than that of a

solar-tracking or CPC system, it can be

configured as a flat-panel module

enabling installations that are nearly as

aesthetically pleasing as ordinary pho-

tovoltaic power generation equipment.

6. Conclusion
Studies are being made on ways of

achieving load leveling in power sys-

tems while controlling the supply and

demand for energy and efficiently gen-

erating and using energy all on a local

basis as in a microgrid
*7

. A cogenera-

tion-type distributed power source
*8

that

generates electric power on-site and

effectively uses the accompanying heat

is considered to be an important con-

stituent element of such a system.

The thermal-photovoltaic hybrid

power generation method proposed in

this article can also be used as a cogen-

*7 Microgrid: A localized network of small and
distributed energy sources (solar, wind, etc.)
that can operate efficiently within a region to
achieve a balance between the supply and
demand of electric power and heat without
having to rely on the conventional centralized

power network.
*8 Cogeneration-type distributed power

source: Equipment that supplies both electric-
ity and heat by making effective use of the heat
that accompanies the generation of electric
power. Since the utility value of such equip-

ment is high in building sites that have a
demand for heat, this type of distributed power
source is generally installed inside individual
sites.
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eration-type distributed power source

that uses solar energy. This holds true

even if a site where the power source is

installed cannot make effective use of

thermal energy since that energy can be

shared with neighboring sites. In this

way, the possibility of using natural

energy more efficiently increases and

contributions to reducing CO2 emis-

sions and solving the energy depletion

problem can be made.

The main purpose of the testing

described in this article was to assess

the effectiveness of the light-concentra-

tion principle in a photovoltaic power

generation module. In future research,

we plan to study the efficiency of con-

verting solar energy to thermal energy

taking thermal insulation into account

and means of reducing costs in mass

production.
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